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RINK New Design
- Now online

RINK Runners at 15. Siegerländer AOK
- company run

To this year‘s appearance at the BrauBeviale, company RINK now also wants to present the new website in a changed look.
Look forward to pictures and videos that are
even more generous, interesting information about our company history, an extensive
download area with all technical notes &
many more interesting information & tools.

For the third time in a row, the company run
was a feeling of success for our team, Dirk
Marschner, Jannik Kölsch and Michael Bäcker. The RINK Runners started on July 12
with an active competition of almost 9,000
participants from over 600 regional companies. For the good cause, they already stand
in the starting blocks for a successful 2019
and for the next company run!

Maschines for
the beverage industry

Ensinger – The refreshment of your life
In 1952 Wilhelm Fritz founded the family
business Ensinger Mineral-Heilquellen
GmbH. In the 1930s, family Fritz already
owned a beverage store with a bottling
plant. Today, the company in the southern
German town „Vaihingen an der Enz“ is hoisting its natural mineral water from eight
wells. Over 150 employees are producing 115
million litres of refreshments per year and
are generating a turnover of € 45 million.
Sustainability and environmental protection are the centre of all operational activities
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at Ensinger. The family business, which has
been awarded with the environmental prize
of the state of Baden-Württemberg, supports a large number of sustainability projects.
The company always produces their products with 100% regenerative energies and
bottles their refreshments on two PET lines
and on one glass line. Regarding Ensingers
sustainable business philosophy, the company will launch new reusable glass bottles
for some products in 2018.

The combined bottling line for the reusable glass bottles of Deutscher Mineralbrunnen (GDB) also includes the combined
RINK decapping / decrowning machine KM
790.
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Juice makes sense
The history of the company Voelkel began
with the Mostmax. In the 1920s, Margret and
Karl Voelkel moved through the villages along
the Elbtalauen and processed the orchard of
the farmers with their mobile juicer.
With their company, Stefan Voelkel and his
sons are standing for a uniquely large selection of juices and beverages in organic and
Demeter quality. No other company in Germany processes so many different kinds of
fruit and vegetables like Voelkel. The ranges
of products with Spritzer, lemonades, syrups, refreshment and vinegar drinks as well
as Kombucha and tea is far beyond the juice
segment, in which Voelkel leads the market in
the German natural food trade constantly and
clearly.
The family business processes only raw
materials from sustainable bio and Demeter
agriculture. Sustainability with consideration for man and nature is deeply rooted in the
principles of the company.

Long-term contracts with suppliers,
strengthening of the region and a transparent supply chain are the basis of their quality
work. In 2011, the family founded the Voelkel
Foundation and set its social and ecological
commitment in the statute. Therefore, responsibility for people and nature will continue to be the central mission and philosophy
of Voelkel.
Due to the steadily growing demand for
quality from Voelkel and the expansion of the
production, the company decided to integrate
in cooperation with GEA VIPOLL d.o.o the combined decapping / decrowning machine KM
790/3K from RINK in their new bottling line.

„The strongest water in
Switzerland“
The company ‚Mineralquelle Eptingen AG’
is a family business, which has been established in 1899 and is now managed by the
fourth generation. The Swiss company sells
two mineral water brands Eptinger and Cristallo as well as the soft drinks brands Pepita, Baerg Goggi and Cristallo.
The mineral water comes from the 417
meter deep ‘Birchquelle’ in Eptingen and
reaches into the aquiferous shell limestone layer. The way to the water spring takes
over 20 years, because the water passes

different rock formations of the Jura Mountains.
Every natural mineral water contains minerals, which are extracted from the water
as it flows through the various rock formations. Eptinger is the Swiss mineral water
with the most minerals and this is the reason for its popularity.
In cooperation with KHS, the company
has decided to buy a new ESR 08 single
bottle decapper, which will be integrated
into a new bottling line.

SAB Port Elizabeth (IBHAYI)
Port Elizabeth in the official language
isiXhosa called: Ibhayi. The city is located
on the Indian Ocean on Algoa Bay, 770 kilometers east of Cape Town. It stretches for 16
kilometers along the coast. Well-known are
the extensive, white sandy beaches. The city
is known in South Africa as „The Windy City“
as well as „The Friendly City“.
When the first British emigrants arrived
at Agloa Bay in 1820, the first settlement in
Port Elizabeth was built. Then Cape Governor Sir Rufane Donkin named the settlement
after his late wife Elizabeth. The new settlement grew rapidly with the arrival of more
British people and quickly became a major
trading center in the Eastern Cape. Commodities such as diamonds or gold have always played important roles in Port Elizabeth. Today, the city is one of the most important industrial locations in South Africa

and produces many export goods for the
automotive industry or the furniture and
textile factories.
SAB The South African Breweries Limited also has a branch in Port Elizabeth.
RINK has delivered a rotation decrowner
RK 940 and a decapping machine KM 790
/ 12K via the company Krones this year. SAB

Port Elizabeth also ordered two more rotation decrowners RK 940, delivered through
South African RINK representative „J Marc
Engineering“, in August.

